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Your Excellency, Chief Executive of Macao SAR and Chancellor of the University,
Mr. Ho Hau Wah,
Honorable Chairman of the University Council, Dr. Tse Chi Wai,
Honorable Members of the Council and University Assembly,
Honorable Rector, Prof Iu Vai Pan,
Honorable Prof. Yum-Tong Siu, Prof. João Ruiz de Almeida Garrett, Prof. Paul
Ching-Wu Chu, Prof. José de Albuquerque Epifânio da Franca, Prof. Han Qide,
Prof. Su-Seng Pang,
Honorable Members of the Senate,
Dear Teachers and Students,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Today, we are privileged to have in our midst a distinguished Mathematician
and scholar whose ground-breaking work in the Mathematics of several complex
variables has had a profound impact in the academic community.
A native of Guangdong province, Professor Yum-Tong Siu was educated in Pui
Ching Middle School in Macao and then in Hong Kong from 1949 to 1960, a period
when his love for mathematics was developed and talent nurtured. Professor Siu
received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Mathematics from the University of Hong
Kong in 1963, and then went on to earn his Master of Arts in 1964 from the
University of Minnesota and a Doctorate from the University of Princeton in
1966. During the years in the States, he worked with many outstanding and
eminent figures like Professor Calabi and Professor Gunning.
After his studies, Professor Siu first started as Assistant Professor in Purdue
and Notre Dame Universities, and soon became Full Professor at Yale and then
Stanford. In 1982, he joined Har vard University, where he is the William
Elwood Byerly Professor of Mathematics since 1992, and ser ved as Chair of the
Mathematics Department between 1996 and 1999. Throughout his academic
career, he has dedicated himself to the task of solving otherwise considered
irresolvable mathematical problems and as a mentor nurturing and encouraging
young and emerging mathematicians.
Professor Siu’s successful academic career came with many distinguished roles.
Apart from nine prestigious universities in France, Germany, and Japan,
Professor Siu held visiting professorships at Columbia University, the University
of Hong Kong, and the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute of University of
California at Berkeley. As a renowned academic, his contributions speak volumes
to the breadth of his devotion to the field and its development.

In collaborative research with another well-known scholar, Professor Yau
Shing-Tung, Professor Siu successfully resolved the Frankel Conjecture by using
differential-geometric techniques. In so doing, he stretched the boundaries of
intellectual exploration and demonstrated the power of creative thinking.
In addition to the above contributions, Professor Siu has taken on duties such
as the Associate Editor of the Annals of Mathematics, Editor of the Journal of
Differential Geometry; and the Chair of the National Committee for Mathematics
of the National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences of China.
Professor Siu’s record of scholarly activities and publications has also distinguished
him in the national and international circles. The depth of his contributions is
recognised throughout the world.
Apart from being named as an Alfred P.
Sloan Fellow and a Guggenheim Fellow, Professor Siu has held a fellowship in
the United States National Academy of Sciences and the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences. He is also the Foreign Member of the Goettingen Academy
of Sciences of Germany and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Professor Siu has
also received honorary doctorates from University of Bochum of Germany and his
alma mater, the University of Hong Kong.
The great achievements of Professor Siu have been a result of his immense talent and
ardent love of mathematics. He has worked with many academic organisations,
seeking ways to challenge the frontiers of research and expand human knowledge
in the science of mathematics. In recognition of his enormous contributions
and many distinguished achievements, Professor Siu was invited to address the
International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) on three occasions (Helsinki,
1978; Warsaw, 1983; Beijing, 2002). With a history of 100 years, ICM is the
largest congress in the discipline and is held once every four years. The role of
Professor Siu in conducting both invited and plenary lectures at the Congress
reflects his prestige and status among his peers.
Professor Siu has been an indispensable link between the pursuit for excellence
in our university programmes and the bringing of the finest minds in the
world of mathematics to our institution. Last year, Professor Siu received an
honorary professorship from University of Macau. We are extremely grateful to
Professor Siu for playing a key role in the examination panel for our doctoral
degree programme and he has indeed been the torchbearer for the local academic
community. Currently, the University of Macau has a mathematics research
group that works on the interactions between harmonic and complex analyses,
a subject that touches on the Clifford analysis as well. We are also researching
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in signal analysis and scientific computing. Our faculty research interests bear
similarities to the research areas of Professor Siu, and we look forward with
gratitude to the guidance and advice of a scholar of this stature with regard to
the development of our research capabilities.
In recognition of his remarkable contributions, Mr. Chancellor will now bestow
the Degree Doctor of Science, honoris causa, upon Professor Yum-Tong Siu.
Thank you.

༇ᄃऱᖾ॰ܑ۩ਙ۩ਙ९ࡴΕᖾ॰Օᖂீ۶দ㔴٣سΔ
༇ᄃऱீᇀᄎஂݳ໑ՓΔ
༇ᄃऱீᇀᄎ֗ՕᖂᤜஅګΔ
༇ᄃऱீ९ඒΔ
༇ᄃऱᘕᓌഘඒΕᇸܓᐚඒΕڹᆖࣳඒΕJosé Franca! ඒΕឌඔᐚඒ֗
༙ᖫګඒΔ
༇ᄃऱඒ೭ࡡᄎګΔ
۔ۯٺஃΔٵۯٺᖂΔ
ۯٺቯᎏΔ
ՖՓଚ٣سଚΚ

վ֚Δݺଚॺൄዊࢉچ०ࠐԱԫۯໃנऱᑇᖂ୮ࡉᖂृΔڍڇהᓤ᧢Ꮖऱડధࢤ
ઔߒڇᖂขسԱऱᐙΖ
ᘕᓌഘඒ࣍سᐖࣟઊΔ2:5:۟ڣ2:71ڣ։ܑڇᖾ॰ࡉଉཽഛإխᖂ༉ᦰΔᘕඒ
ޣڇᖂཚၴঁኛᙰߡ֗ኙᑇᖂขسᖺদᘋᔊΖ2:74ڣᘕᓌഘඒڇଉཽՕᖂᛧ
ᑇᖂᖂՓᖂۯΔ2:75ڇભഏࣔ؍ᤕሒՕᖂᛧጚՓᖂۯΔ2:77ڇڣཏࣥཎቅՕᖂ٦
࠷໑ՓᖂۯΖᘕඒڇભഏఎᖂཚၴஃࢭۯڍထټᑇᖂ୮ !ڕCalabi ඒࡉ
Gunning ඒΖ
ګݙᖂᄐ৵Δᘕඒଈ٣ڇཏ৫ࡉᆣئՕᖂᖜٚܗඒΔ৵ࠐৰګঁݶળᕙ֗
կ壂ՕᖂඒΖ2:93ڣᘕඒףԵশ۵Օᖂٚඒ۟վΔࠀ࣍2::3ګڣ! William
Elwood Byerly ᝑஆඒΔࠀ۞2::7۟2:::ڣᖜٚᑇᖂߓߓٚΖڇᘕඒᖂس
ෑխΔהᇞެڞጤऱᑇᖂᣄᠲ֗ഛ塄ፖਐᖄॹڣᑇᖂ୮Ղנ܂ԱໃנऱಥΖ
ᘕᓌഘඒᖜٚመૹڍ೭ΔೈऄഏΕᐚഏࡉֲءچࢬထټՕᖂ؆Δהᝫ
ୂڇֺࠅՕᖂΕଉཽՕᖂ֗ਹ܌ဒᑇᖂઔߒࢬᖜٚመড়ஆඒΖ܂ᜢඨ࠱ထऱ
ᖂृΔᘕඒ۞ނաऱ٤ຝ壄Ժ࡚ᖂઔߒࡉ࿇୶Δࠀ࠷᠆ጚऱ࣠ګΖ
ᘕᓌഘඒࡉԫထټᖂृګඒ܂ٽΔشპ։༓۶ֱऄᢞࣔԱ! Frankel ෲ
უΖהऱ୶ࢷ࣠ګԱ৸ፂ൶ऱᄕૻ֗ך։᧩໌ທࢤ৸ፂऱ壄᧮Ζ
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ೈՂ૪ಥ؆Δᘕඒᝫᖜٚπᑇᖂעڣρ೫ᒳΕπპ։༓۶ཚעρᒳࡡΔ֗א
ભഏഏ୮ઔߒࡡᄎऱ٤ഏᑇᖂࡡᄎஂΕխഏઝᖂೃ؆ᤄೃՓΖ
ᘕᓌഘඒઔߒ᠆࣠ګጚࠀᐖऑ࿇।ᖂᓵထΔࠡᖂګ༉ڇ௧փ؆ࠆڶശ
 ᜢ ඨ Ζ ᘕ ඒ  ऱ ໃ  נಥ   ױᘯ ᛧ    ᐖ ऑ ᎁ  ױΖ  הམ ዊ ᜨ Sloanᖂ ृ ࡉ
GuggenheimᖂृΔהᝫਢભഏഏ୮ઝᖂೃೃՓΕભഏᢌ֗ઝᖂೃೃՓΔ֗אᐚ
ഏ! Goettingen ઝᖂຏಛೃೃՓࡉխഏઝᖂೃ؆ᤄೃՓΖڼ؆Δᘕඒᝫᛧᐚഏ
Bochum ՕᖂࡉהऱீئଉཽՕᖂղዊᥩ໑ՓᖂۯΖ
ᘕᓌഘඒऱໃګנ༉ᄭ࣍ה၌ՅऱթဎࡉኙᑇᖂऱᑷფΖהፖԱڍᖂิ៣
ऱઔߒՠ܂ΔਗᖏઔߒᄕૻΕឩ୶ԳᣊᑇᖂवᢝऱᏆΖ؎הՕऱಥࡉګ༉ᐖ
ഏᎾᖂᎁٵΔᘕඒམԿ৫ᚨᝮڇഏᎾᑇᖂ୮ՕᄎՂ܂ܫΰ2:89ڣ᎒ዿ߬ഗΕ
2:94ڣဎࡉޥ3113ࠇקڣαΖഏᎾᑇᖂ୮ՕᄎբڣۍڶᖵΔਢᑇᖂ່Օᑓऱ
ഏᎾᄎᤜΔޢڣᜰᙄԫڻΖᘕඒ౨ڇຍᑌऱᖂฐᄎՂ܂ᝮዝᝑ֗࿇।Օᄎ
ܫΔך։᧩הقऱᖂᜢඨ֗ٵڇᕦխऱۯچΖ
ሒ۟ഏᎾඒᖂֽؓΔᖾ॰ՕᖂᏁထټᖂृऱਐᖄΔᘕᓌഘඒڼڇ࿇ཀԱ
լױཙזऱش܂ΖڣװΔᘕඒ൷࠹ԱᖾՕղऱዊᥩඒټᎲ֗ᚨᝮᖜٚீݺᑇ
ᖂ໑ՓەᇢࡡᄎऱૹګΔڼڇீݺኙᘕඒ।ტᖿΖᘕᓌഘඒլხ
ᖾ॰ᖂऱඔ፞ृΖ
ؾছΔᖾ॰Օᖂᑇᖂઔߒ՛ิإઔߒᓳࡉፖڍᓤ᧢։࣫ၴऱյ೯ᣂএΔڼᒤᡱٍො
።ߺ܌۵ᐚ։࣫ऱᏆΖٵழΔٍீݺբၲ୶ڶᣂಛᇆ։࣫֗ઝᖂૠጩऱ൶ಘΖط
࣍Ղ૪ᓵᠲፖᘕඒऱઔߒᏆڶ㷂ጹയᣂএΔீݺᚪ֊ݦඨࠩቝᘕᓌഘඒຍ
ᑌԫۯᖑڶശᜢඨऱᖂृऱਐᖄΔං೯ݺଚڇᑇᖂᏆՂऱᖂ࿇୶Ζ
ᘕᓌഘඒᖂઔߒ֗ඒߛࠃᄐૹנ܂ՕಥΔڼڇΔءԳ᠃ஐᓮՕᖂீ۶দ
㔴ᎹՀղᘕᓌഘඒዊᥩᖂ໑ՓᖂۯΖ
ტۯٺΜ

